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$337,500

We are delighted to present an extraordinary opportunity to own three separate Titles, 271 Bundabah Road, 35 and 37

Central Avenue Bundabah. The blocks have been combined into one expansive lot with a total area of approximately

3640m2. Escape the hustle and bustle of city life and immerse yourself in the tranquility of non-urban land like never

before. Indulge in the serenity of your own private oasis, nestled amidst breathtaking bushland. This is your chance to

reconnect with the earth and savor the beauty that surrounds you.While enjoying the seclusion, you'll relish the

convenience of being only a short 10-minute drive away from Hawks Nest. Additionally, the nearby Bundabah boat ramp

and the awe-inspiring waterways of Port Stephens await your exploration, allowing you to embark on unforgettable

aquatic adventures.Rest assured that your sanctuary is fully fenced, ensuring your privacy and peace of mind. With two

street accesses, you can effortlessly move in and out of your haven, experiencing the ultimate freedom and flexibility that

this remarkable property provides.Nestled within this magnificent haven, you'll find a spacious 7x14 metre shed,

accompanied by a large timber deck. The perfect combination of functionality and relaxation, this versatile space invites

you to create unforgettable memories with family and friends. Unwind, entertain, and embrace the simplicity of life as you

bask in the beauty of your surroundings.This extraordinary property is an absolute treasure for those seeking a secluded

and private getaway. This is your opportunity to escape the ordinary and forge a deeper connection with the natural

world.Don't miss this exclusive chance to own a piece of secluded paradise. Embrace the tranquility, relish the privacy, and

create a haven that is uniquely yours. This exceptional property awaits your vision and promises a lifestyle that is

unparalleled


